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Feel God’s love in the Storm.
 Safe in His arms, He’ll guide you home.

Love flows; rivers that will mend.
 Holding me, till the storm has end.

Crying, I look to the sky.
 Arms hanging limp at my sides.

 This night, it has left me so weak. Father, protect me.
Love flows; rivers that will mend.

 Holding me, till the storm has end.
Hear God’s words, right now.

 Though the night has been so long;
 His peace will find you in the dawn.

 Safe within His arms,
 He’ll take you home.
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Love Flows; rivers that will mend.
 Holding me, till the storm has end.

Yes, His love flows; rivers that will mend.
 Holding me, till the storm has end.

Feel God’s love in the Storm.
 Safe in His arms, He’ll guide you home...**

**“In the Storm” is featured on Dr. Joye’s album, Before Time 
Stops, www.drjoye.com
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Scientific advancements in telecommunication, computer science, 
nanotechnology, artificial intelligence, psychological warfare, and 
neurologically tapping into the human brain through an outside source 
offers control over humanity by an evil genus at the helm of a New 
World order. The antichrist, utilizing Satan’s power, will wield a host 
of psychological, physical, and spiritual tactics all designed 
specifically to control mankind. Mind control tactics will ensure total 
acceptance of the antichrist and reestablish order caused from chaos 
set in motion by the very people establishing such paradigm shift.

Inventions of nanorobots targeting specific cells within a human 
body have been designed with remote-controlled capability to attach 
themselves to the brain and then manipulate it through an outside 
source to facilitate biological functions within that person. These 
nano-sized machines are so small they cannot be seen by a human 
eye, so their injection into a body is very simple. They can also be 
hidden in vaccinations or within a chip implanted for identification 
purposes. Their size and capability offer the antichrist potential 
heinous technology to induce mass mind control. Therefore, 
awareness that nano-robotic technology can be used in such extreme 
and invasive procedures needs to be revealed publicly so one can 
avoid being secretly implanted.

Evidence concerning alien life forms unveiled through disclosure 
of UFO documents is being released by governments worldwide. 
Countries with so many documents, means human beings are not 
flying those crafts, and something is here with mankind witnessed by 
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thousands of people. Threats from outer space are the perfect crisis to 
force humanity to join forces, relinquishing all racial and religious 
boundaries that separated mankind in the past and unite them into a 
one world government in order to fight so-called space invaders. 
Increased radio, television, movie, and Internet programs continually 
bombard mankind with threats otherworldly beings may exist. Alien 
abductions professed by many people, are increasing worldwide. If 
undeniable proof were to surface an alien species is among us, masses 
of people would panic. Armies would quickly cross boundaries in an 
effort to save mankind from alien invasion uniting solely for human 
survival. Right now, strange implants are being removed from people 
claiming abduction thus indicating some form of transponders are 
connecting them to beings watching mankind.

Are evil beings tracking humanity? Are they assisting in 
mankind’s unification toward a New World Order? All evidence 
points to diabolical connections between Satan’s army and his lineage 
holding ranks as the highest adepts controlling secret societies since 
time began. These beings have been waging a silent weapon against 
our world in the form of mind control, as was explained in volume 
one of the BEGUILED Series. They attack humanity manipulating 
natural and social energy as well as mental, emotional, physical, and 
spiritual weaknesses of various races and religions. Their quiet attack 
going on all around us at such an alarming pace has most people not 
even aware of its seriousness. Total loss of freedom occurring subtly, 
will soon greatly affect our lives. People seem oblivious to what is 
happening because humanity has been numbed down.

Simple tools placed in everyone’s homes like video games, 
enjoyed by a whole family, are filled with hypnotic sounds, flashes of 
light, evil symbols, and harmonic geometry. Such high- tech toys are 
designed to affect brain wave patterns rendering the participants’ 
pineal glands open for outside control using electromagnetic waves. 
Wave technologies are now perfected having successfully been used 
in combat against America’s enemies. Concentrated waves possess 
power to affect biological functions of a body, control thought, and 
take free will. Waves fired at certain frequencies have unlimited 
powers to silently kill. Our generation is so connected to technology, 
inventors are now combining metal and flesh to secure a competitive 
upper hand; by making humans part man and part robot. Acceptance 
of radio frequency identification chips (RFID) placed in one’s body 
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offers a host of options at improving human interaction, health care 
quality, and security. While such wave technology seems perfectly 
safe and a great tool for humanity, it can also be an evil tool to track 
everything a person might buy, sell, and trade. Biblical Scripture 
warns against acceptance of any mark locking mankind into an 
unholy union with a beast playing like messiah.

And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free 
and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their 
foreheads: And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the 
mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name.

Revelation 13:16–17

And the third angel followed them, saying with a loud voice, 
If any man worship the beast and his image, and receive his mark 
in his forehead, or in his hand, The same shall drink of the wine of 
the wrath of God, which is poured out without mixture into the 
cup of his indignation; and he shall be tormented with fire and 
brimstone in the presence of the holy angels, and in the presence 
of the Lamb:

Revelation 14: 9-10

Electromagnetic low frequency (ELF) wave manipulation was 
recorded as far back as 1903 by E. T. Whittaker who explained it as 
scalar energy. ELF waves have a thrust of pressure not able to be felt 
but can hold information, once it is entangled with scalar waves, and 
be used to bombard human cellular structures, thereby inducing 
disease silently. Russia’s KGB used such technology against 
America’s Embassy in Moscow, killing three American ambassadors 
during the 1960s. Such technology is dangerous, but used in small 
units, it has power to heal at the cellular level by reversing damaged 
cells back to their original state before a disease process occurs. This 
is accomplished through a type of quantum entanglement that 
reprograms cellular DNA. Evil men do not want this to be known and 
have kept much about entanglement sciences hidden. They plan to use 
it to their advantage in the future to force commoners into taking a 
mark in order to receive its miraculous powers. This is another 
convenient tool developed in an arsenal to be used to deceive 
mankind into accepting the cloned image’s mark thinking he has 
power to heal them.
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ELF wave technology initially perfected by Nikola Tesla 
disappeared as mainstream science during the early 1900s. It was not 
forgotten, just conveniently removed from public sector sciences as 
being highly dangerous and ineffective. Yet, underground, the science 
was alive and thriving. It was the major component of propulsion 
studied extensively by Hitler’s top scientists who later became key 
players in both Russia’s cosmonaut and America’s NASA programs. 
Attempting to conquer space gave rise to knowledge of other worlds 
as well as the possibility of contacting alien life forms. NASA and 
Russia’s space programs have never been totally upfront as to what 
they know. Proof can be found that it has something to do with evil 
because their symbols assigned to various missions reflect pagan 
ritual. These symbols prove their goal is to indoctrinate mankind into 
believing alien life does exist, so when their feathered serpent 
proclaims he is God, and lands his air force of fallen angels, he will 
be accepted unconditionally.

Galileo Celebrates Satan Becoming a Man
In 1994, NASA’s spacecraft, Galileo, on its mission to Jupiter, using 
plutonium for power, filmed Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9’s impact on 
the planet. Galileo, named after the famous astronomer who was 
condemned by the Pope for saying the Earth revolved around the sun, 
had been on a long mission of various mappings and flybys of several 
planets, moons and Earth. As the spacecraft decayed, it, like the 
comet, was plunged into Jupiter by NASA, causing an atomic reaction 
igniting the planet’s atmosphere. This experiment, according to 
media, was designed to study what would happen to Earth if hit by an 
oncoming asteroid. But, for an elite number of secret society members 
Galileo’s plummet was a satanically controlled spiritual exercise. The 
world at large never knew this strategically planned explosion was 
also a well-timed event carried out on the first day of fall, September 
21, 2003. Pagans have always worshiped Jupiter/Lucifer, as an image, 
whose fall from heaven held great significance to them in allowing 
mankind to gain serpent wisdom.

And when the townclerk had appeased the people, he said, 
Ye men of Ephesus, what man is there that knoweth not how that 
the city of the Ephesians is a worshiper of the great goddess 
Diana, and of the image which fell down from Jupiter?

Acts 19:35
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How art thou fallen from heaven, o Lucifer, son of the 
morning! how art thou cut down to the ground, which didst 
weaken the nations!

Isaiah 14:12

Jupiter is known as Lucifer to illuminated men who were secretly 
carrying out a pagan ritual of waking the sleeping giant in our 
universe. This occult cosmic ceremony signaled to initiates the 
serpent’s return to Earth was moving along as planned. It marked a 
major milestone in Satan becoming a man. This event happened three 
months after the cloned image of Jesus, living on Earth, turned 
twenty-one years of age. His birthday, June 21st, is on the summer 
solstice, which is the highest point of the sun in the sky. The cosmic 
explosion of Jupiter celebrated the light of Lucifer at his highest 
point, like the sun on the summer solstice before his fall to earth to 
give wisdom to man. Celebration of Lucifer’s fall is why the 
explosion took place on the first day of fall, September 21st. More 
importantly, even though Galileo was built by NASA, its propulsion 
module that produced the explosion was supplied by Germany, a 
major international partner in the project with direct ties to the coming 
antichrist’s ancestors.

Jupiter’s planned galactic awakening stretches way back in 
history. Illuminated men involved with NASA’s Galileo Project had 
gained their knowledge from Templar Knight’s Egyptian mysteries 
that recorded their serpent wisdom actually began in 4000 BC. Instead 
of using BC (Before Christ), they use AL, short for “in the year of 
light” to keep an accurate calendar as to the number of years they 
have walked in Lucifer’s light on earth. Illuminated secret societies 
believe Gaza’s pyramids were built in 4000 AL commemorating a 
giant star exploding in the southern sky within a triangle of stars: Zeta 
Puppis, Gamma Velorum, and Lambda Velorum. On September 21, 
2003, Satan’s lineage wanted to make the heavens light up again, so 
with a little help from NASA, Galileo’s payload successfully did just 
that in honor of Satan’s fall and his cloned image of Jesus reaching 
manhood.

Masterfully executed satanic rites continue to be done by this 
illuminated brotherhood (brothers of serpent lineage) to ensnare 
God’s poor blinded sheep into Satan’s trap. Brotherhood actually 
means a male sharing one or both parents with another person, 
kindred human being. This is why the word brotherhood is used. 
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They are all connected to their father, Satan. If you are not of his true 
lineage and you yoke yourself together with these men, you are 
grafted into the body of Satan. This parallels the pure lineage of 
Hebrews, God’s chosen lineage through Seth, of which Jesus was a 
descendant. Christians who follow Jesus are grafted in, making all 
believers true members of the body of Christ.

Since AD 2000 arrived, media has consistently encouraged 
focusing attention on Earth’s ancient past. Movies, television, the 
Internet, and radio are increasingly broadcasting archeological 
discoveries promoting the concept that ancient astronauts created and 
seeded Earth. These ancient astronauts were really Satan and his 
fallen angels. And while they did not create Earth, they did sire a 
lineage with their seed that did create an unholy mixed breed of 
beings that were not of Creator God’s original plan. This explains 
why these mixed breeds recorded in their histories that they were 
created and seeded by beings that could fly who were not humans. 
These histories being unearthed today and promoted as truth against 
the biblical account of creation are about the serpent lineage only and 
not about God’s pure human lineage. The Bible contains the creations 
of both the human lineage and Satan’s mixed lineage, so it is the 
authentic version. Creator God was not an alien. Satan and fallen 
angels pretending to be ancient astronauts were all created by a 
supreme entity that was not created. Therefore, Creator God’s account 
is the correct version in regard to how he, alone, created everything 
else.

Documented prophecies of Edgar Cayce claim he was told during 
his sleep about a hall of records located near the Sphinx’s front paws. 
Did revolts in Egypt during 2012 allow removal of those records? 
Was there more behind these staged protests calling for change? 
When Iraq was invaded, huge numbers of archeological artifacts went 
missing, some dated over 4,000 years old. Are ancient artifacts being 
housed in one place so one day their release can be televised 
worldwide during a planned moment to support a common agenda 
that aliens created all mankind? Vatican’s library and Britain’s 
museum already house many strange elongated skulls that 
biologically are not pure humans as well as artifacts documenting that 
their unholy existence came from fallen angels who bred with humans 
against God’s will. It is amazing how these records are not accessible 
to commoners, while those supporting the push that aliens created and 


